The time has come, yes this really is the 100th issue of Trials & Tribulations, not the 99th or some other non-celebratory number. Haven’t received a
telegram from the Queen though, in fact haven’t had too much correspondence
or articles at all for this momentous issue. However, I am very pleased to have
received congratulatory letters from our Presidente and Ralph Venables together
with a special article from Sidge. Receiving these items has made me feel that it
has all been worthwhile even though a significant number of our membership
only seems to worry about getting their copy of the magazine rather than doing
something about furthering the success of the magazine but I suppose that is
human nature.
When I started the task of
editing the club newsletter it was
just that, a newsletter, produced
by Ian Bennett who made a pretty good job of it with the resources available to him. I printed 45
copies per month and that was
the take up rate - granted there
weren’t so many members of the
club at that time but it wasn’t
long before we had doubled the
number produced and now for
the last few months the total
number produced has been in
the region of 140 per month quite an increase!
I hope as time has gone by, the quality has improved but, however, partly due
to my apparently failing health, and the reticence of the more ‘accident prone’
members I am getting short of knowledge of the misdoings, shortcomings,
cockups, call them what you will, that should make up the bulk of this editorial.
But, thankfully, we do have our Presidente who can be relied upon to supply
regular ‘doings’ to give us all a chuckle.
I was very sorry to read of Ralphs infirmity and I am sure that we all wish him
well for what is becoming a more and more difficult future. Ralph, we will
continue to keep you informed of the happenings here in East Anglia - I am only
sorry that you missed out on visiting us to see the way we run trials without
rocks. It really opened Joel Corroy’s eyes and he has incorporated some of our
non-rock type sections in his own trials.
Looks as if Henfields are on the way out! Well, don’t know whether we shall
ever see a Harley trials bike, but of course Joe Stollery has for several years
campaigned a Hindian! But no, Jeff Fincham has joined the ranks of The Village

The July Plonkers
Snaque Pit, Belchamp, Nr Sudbury
Sunday 21st July 2002
Start 10.30am
A trial for:
Pre 65 solos • Pre 65 sidecars • Twin Shocks
Youths • Twin Shock sidecars

People and following his recent visit to the west coast of the U.S. of A, our
Presidente has talked of reforming the Boxford Chapter.
Does anyone know if Debbie is going to buy Jeff the appropriate posing hat
complete with chain for his birthday?
Seems that our Presidente who has been riding screenless since soon after
Moses came down from the mountain carrying the tablets on his Triumph, told
his Harley Hire Firm and his riding partners that screens were for poofs. Now
that could almost be taken for fighting talk in San Francisco but he got away with
it but his companions had the last laugh - high cruising speeds plus the winds
off the Pacific Ocean + the laid back riding position created a posture for our
Presidente where there was no need to bend down to pick things up from the
pavement.
I am assured that although there are hoards of British bikes in California
there are no Henfields. I never realised that our cousins from across the pond
were so sensible!
I understand that there was a very glum Pompous/Black Adder down at
Kempton! My spies tell me that our favourite stall holder arrived, set up stall and
then found he had arrived minus stock! Must be something to do with playing
too much golf!
The second Tims Tour of the year is about to take place. This time we are
back to The Alma for the start with the finish being what used to be called a
gunshot away at the chippie at Eight Ash Green so, if you can find your way to
The Alma there’s going to be a good chance you will be able to find your way
home! See ’The Managements’ article for further details.
So, scrambling/motorcycle sport in general has now finished at Tye Farm. A
great shame but I suppose we must be thankful for the chance of riding there for

a couple more years than we had expected. A Sudbury televised scramble in
October ‘62 was my first taste of scrambling in East Anglia having just moved to
this delightful part of the country and then of course fighting the sections in the
spinney which always seemed to have become pretty impossible by the time I got
to them - has the spinney been drained? It never seemed to be so grippy back in
the seventies when we rode there.
I understand the Eastern Centre is hoping to enter a team into the Pre-65
Inter Centre Trial. I understand that Eddie Hood has appointed himself team
manager but I don’t know who he has selected for his team. My guess is that we
should have a very good chance of doing pretty well and beating the **** out of
these chocolate bar eating northern upstarts!
Things seem to be going a little quiet on the 14 day rule front. It could be that
Cheri’s husband’s advisors are telling him to cool it as there are too many of his
friends who would be inconvenienced, or the local councils have managed to
explain the hike in council tax if the planning departments would have to be
doubled in size OR we might be getting lulled into a false sense of ssecurity. It
isn’t over yet - the fight may not have even got to the press conference fisticuffs
stage yet.
July sees the first visit to Snaque Pit for a Plonkers Trial. I understand that
there won’t be practice before the event. See you there - should be good - there’s
a lot of scope at the Snaque Pit without having to incorporate the well known
hills. I am fingers crossed that I shall be able to have a ride but we shall have to
wait and see.

Following discussions with flat headed americans, no, I mean americans with
flat heads, oh forget it - Little Eric is being tuned! Don’t be surprised if the
carburettor resides somewhere near the rear wheel spindle but all the flat head
Harley tuning expertise is being brought to bear!
Well that’s about it - now for the next hundred issues!
All the best,

Jim

Arthur Davidson, of the Harley Davidson Motorcycle Corporation, died and went to heaven. At the
gates, St. Pete told Arthur, "Since you've been such a
good man and your motorcycles have changed the
world, your reward is, you can hang out with anyone your want in Heaven."
Arthur thought about it for a minute and then said "I want to hang out with
God."
Saint Peter took Arthur to the Throne Room, and introduced him to God.
Arthur then asked God, "Hey, aren't you the inventor of woman?"
God said, "Ah, yes.
"Well," said Arthur, "professional to professional, you have some major
design flaws in your invention:
1. There's too much inconsistency in the front-end protrusion.
2. It chatters constantly at high speeds
3. Most of the rear ends are too soft and wobble too much.
4. The intake is placed way too close to the exhaust.
And finally:
5. The maintenance costs are outrageous."
"Hmmmm, you may have some good points there," replied God, "hold on."
God went to his Celestial super computer, typed in a few words and waited
for the results. The computer printed out a slip of paper and God read it. "WELL,
it may be true that my invention is flawed," God said to Arthur, "but according
to these numbers, more men are riding my invention than yours.

It was billed as the last chance to see scrambling at this famous old circuit
and from the size of the entry it looked as though a lot of riders were seizing the
chance for a final fling around the ups and downs of Tye Farm.
The weather was kind and we were treated to a wonderful days racing. Team
Daw did well with both Stephen and Peter making the Solo Grand Final along
with Kevin Plummer, Roger French and Sam Appleton.
There were so many EFA members at the event I won't attempt to mention
everyone but we all breathed a sigh of relief when Kevin Higgins finished the day
in one piece and it was nice to see Chris Kearney, one of the club's founder
members out on the Ariel again.
The dozen or so sidecars produced some good tussles, maybe not at the
front, but further down the field.
Peter Eaves had brought Jack Hubbard along and Jack didn't take too much
persuading to present the trophies to the winners of the Old Boys Brigade Race.
Hopefully it won't be our last visit there, we'll have to walt and see.
While all this was going on, the Norton Owners were enjoying their annual
Norton Day at none other than the Prom at dear old Maldon. Peter Williams was
the special guest. Apparenfly there was a good turn out with Nortons coming off
the M11 to get there. It even warranted a mention in MCN!
There's an interesting article about racing at Boreham Airfield in the
July/August issue of Classic Racer Magazine. The races were organised by the
Chelmsford Club back in the 1950s and drew large crowds of spectators and
top class entries. Seems Peter Eaves supplied a lot of the information and
photographs so if you'd like to know more I'm sure he'd be pleased to have a
chat about it
Coming back up to date, another event worth mentioning is a Charity Bike
Show which we went to on Wednesday 19th June. It's held at Meldreth Manor
which is a School for Disabled Children near Royston in Hertfordshire, takes
place just once a year and attracts bikers and bikes of all shapes and sizes.
There's a live band, a bar and several food stalls. Owners clubs have pitches
with bikes on display outside with more bikes and stalls lined up inside an
equestrian centre. It cost just £3 to get in and all profits go to the school and
other charities. It was quite a distance for an evening out but the weather was
great, there were some brillint roads around the village and all for a good cause
- can't be bad.
Date for Your Diary - Tim's Tour No.2 takes place on Saturday 13th July.
Full details can be found elsewhere in the Newsletter. Look forward to seeing
you there.

Heather

13/6/02

Swallowcliffe, Wilts.

Dear Jim,
I understand that the July issue of Trials and Tribulations
is the 100th, and I felt that I should send you my congratulations. I know all too well how much work is involved in such
things, because I was editor of the Sunbeam Club News for 200
issues.
When you kindly put me on your mailing list several years
ago, my mind went back to our first meeting (you were competing in the Greybeards Trial at Stedham, Sussex - remember?).
Sorry this is such a short letter, but I am suffering from
Motor Neurone disease and my hands are virtually paralysed. I
am able to type with one finger of the left hand.
Sincere regards,

Ralph Venables

Ingerlands recent Argentinian opposition?

The management of Tims Tours invite you to a journey through darkest
Essex taking place on Saturday 13th July, meeting at The Alma and departing
at 6.30 pm prompt.
Duration approx 40 miles and finishing at Eight Ash Green chippie.
Be there if you dare!

I have long held the view that motorcyclists are voracious readers. This
theory is based on the premise that for most of of us, our two-wheeled activity is
reserved for the weekend and therefore we need something to maintain our
interest and keep us involved and hold us in contact with other like minds in our
minority interest. for those remaining five days.
I have found over the years when doing my artic1es for the Eastern Centre
Gazette, motorycling bears a very rich vein of subject matter to provide articles
and features for the reader. Not only are the reports and pictures of the weekly
sporting events a major point of reference but technical aspects of this mechanically based pastime are equally of interest. Nostalgia plays a great part for any
rider who has been in the game a long while - as I am beginning to find out with
my own probably over-repeated recalls of: "When I rode scrambles on my
Greeves . . . ", yarns. Nonetheless, we all love to read about the past times and
these reminiscences undoubtedly have their place in any motorcycle journal.
Then there is the gossip. Regardless of what we might say in publis, we all
love a bit of gossip and I have to say I revel in it. Of course gossip in itself covers
a very large remit and therefore the tabloid style, 'fruity' gossip is not necessarily
the staple diet of a motorcycle magazine. I find it rather a pity. Yet by it's very
meaning, gossip involves people and again, as I have learned over the years, our
sport contains within its make-up, a very real kindred spirit of interest for our
fellows. Thus the gossip tends to lighten up the oily bits.

President Bush and Colin Powell are sitting in a bar.
A guy walks in and asks the barman, "Isn't that Bush and Powell sitting over
there?"
The barman says, "Yep, that's them."
So the guy walks over and says, "Wow, this is
a real honour. What are you guys doing in here?"
Bush says, "We're planning World War III".
And the guy says, "Really? What's going to
happen?"
Bush says, "Well, we're going to kill 40 million
Iraqis this time and one blonde with big boobs.
The guy exclaimed, "A blonde with big boobs? Why kill a blonde with big
boobs?"
Bush turns to Powell, punches him on the shoulder and says, "See? I told you
no one would worry about the 40 million Iraqis!"

EFA Sweatshirts - latest styles - get yours
in readiness for Summer from

I trust I do not render any embarrassment to our esteemed editor when I
state that 'Trials and Tribulations' now having reached the magic 'ton-up', has
literally sped along ably lubricated by its gossip. It has almost served to be the
"Private Eye" of the motorcycle world. Yet it is not hard to understand why. As
the Eastern Fourstroke Association, it emerges from a body of people who
themselves are of such character that in another time they might have graced the
pages of a Dickensian novel. Men who quaintly cling to ancient Royal Enfields
and not only ride them for 'fun?' but also steer them to obscure parts of the
planet. An organisation headed by a revolutionary council who has kept a loyal
membership in happy support for many years with the skimpiest of buteaucracy.
Who enact a sporting season of almost druid-like gatherings and ceremony, with
outlandish names such as: "The Snaque Pit" and "The Thumpers" or even more
mysterious: "The Crab and Winkle". Clearly there is a treasure chest of great
stories and the most splendid gossip.
Not only that but there are pictures as well! I have often said to Jim I did not
know how he achieves it with such a high standard, but achieve it he consistently
does, for nigh on a decade. May I wish him and "T&T" continued good fortune in
representing the club so excellently to the outside world as well as providing a
regular journal for its members.
It seems most likely that as long as the old bikes and those who ride them
keep going - then the events, reports, features and gossip - will contiue tto flow
through these august pages. Very comforting don't you think.

Please Note:
The closing date by which all articles and adverts to be included in the August issue
ofTrials & Tribulations should reach the editorial office is Tuesday 30th July.
Material for inclusion in the magazine may be supplied in the following forms:
handwritten • typed • computer hard copy • fax • email • floppy disc
If providing computer hard copy, a font size of 12pt minimum is preferred whilst articles supplied on floppy disc should be saved in text format.

How to give a a cat a bath . . .
1.

Thoroughly clean the toilet.

2.

Add the required amount of shampoo to the toilet
water and have both lids lifted.

3.

Obtain the cat and soothe him/her/it while you carry it
to towards the bathroom.

4.

In one smooth motion, put the cat in the toilet and
hurriedly close both lids. You may need to stand on
the lid to prevent escape.

5.

CAUTION: do not get any part of your body too close to the edge as the cats'
paws will be reaching for whatever purchase they can possibly find.

6.

Flush the toilet 3 or 4 times. This provides a "power wash and rinse" that is
quite effective.

7.

Have someone open the door to the outside and ensure that there are no
living creatures between the toilet and the outside door.

8.

Stand behind the toilet as far as you can. Quickly lift both lids.

9.

The now clean cat will rocket out of the toilet and run
outside where it will dry off.

10. Using this technique, your cat will always be the clean,
sweet-smelling pet we adore.

THATCH END • 1 STONE STREET • BOXFORD
26 June, 2002
A letter from the President.
As most of you know, the E.FA. has been in existence for over twenty years
now. I think it has in all those years provided good events for our many members
whatever their ability. Many times I have been told by our members that if it was
not for the E.F.A. they would not be riding today. I am very proud of our club
because it is, to coin a modern phrase, "laid back" - and characters abound in its
membership. We have brilliant riders and clever machine builders amongst our
numbers. However I feel that the other great asset of the club or one of the jewels
in its crown is its newsletter, Trials and Tribulations which this month celebrates its 100th edition. This excellent magazine is compiled and edited by Jim,
who makes sure there is something of interest for everyone, including our lady
members. Many subjects are covered and sometimes there is even a little micky
taking included.
Many congratulations on a job well done.

Don't forget that you can contribute to the Trials and Tribulations
magazine. It doesn't matter what you want to put in (as long as its not pornographic). Any item of club news or thoughts on a previous trial or even somebodys birthday. Advertisments or travel items, anything to help Jim fill the pages.

I now realise what the appeal to riding a Harley is all about - Jim

Part 2
Motorcycle ignition systems are the weak sisters of the world's spark generators.
Bikes therefore need all the ignition help you can give them, which brings us to yet
another useful group of special spark plugs: those with precious-metal electrodes.
Conventional plugs have thick, blunt electrodes made of an alloy that's mostly iron,
with a little nickel added to lend resistance to erosion. Special-electrode plugs have
a side (ground) post made of ordinary nickel-iron alloy, but a center electrode of
something much more costly - which may be a silver alloy, or gold-palladium, or
platinum, etc. Bosch still favors platinum; Champion, ND and NGK offer plugs with
electrodes in materials ranging from silver to tungsten. Gold-palladium seems to be
the alloy that offers the best price/performance advantage; we don't entirely trust
silver electrodes, which if overheated will over-expand
and crack the insulator nose.
Platinum and gold-palladium alloys can survive the
combustion chamber environment as very small wires,
and in that rests their great advantage. Electrons leap
away from the tip of a small-diameter, sharp-edged wire
far more willingly than from one that's fatter and
rounded. So the fine-wire plug requires
less voltage to form a spark than one with conventional electrodes, and the difference becomes increasingly biased in the former's favor as hours in service
accumulate and erosion blunts the iron-alloy electrodes. There are, of course, drawbacks with preciousmetal plugs: they are more expensive, and they are very
sensitive to excessive ignition advance. The overheating
you get with too much spark lead effects plugs' center
electrodes before it can be detected elsewhere in an
engine, and when subjected to this kind of mistreatment fine-wire electrodes simply melt. In one sense this is a disadvantage, as it means
the ruination of expensive spark plugs. Seen in another way it's a bonus feature: it is
better to melt a plug electrode than an engine.
A final variation on the basic spark plug theme you should know about is
something NGK calls a "booster gap," and is known at Champion as an "auxiliary
gap." By any name it's an air gap built into a plug's core, and it improves
resistance to fouling. Conductor deposits on a plug's insulator nose tend to bleed off
the spark coil's electrical potential as it is trying to build itself up to spark level
strength. If so much energy is shunted in this way that firing does not occur we say
the plug is "fouled." It is possible to clear a lightly fouled plug by holding the spark
lead slightly away from the plug terminal and forcing the spark to jump across an air
gap. The air gap works like a switch, keeping plug and coil disconnected until the
ignition system's output voltage rises high enough and is backed by enough energy to

fire the plug even though some of the zap is shunted by the fouling deposits.
Mechanics discovered this trick; plug makers have incorporated it into some of the
plugs they sell, and booster/auxiliary gap plugs work really well in bikes with an
ignition system strong enough to cope with the added resistance. Such plugs more or
less mimic the fast-voltage-rise characteristics of CDI systems - and offer no advantage used in conjunction with a capacitor-discharge ignition.
It is necessary to know all these different plug configurations if you are to be
completely successful in doing your own maintenance work, and it is absolutely
essential that you know how to "read" plugs if you're dealing with a high-performance
bike (whether factory-built or do-it-yourself). Sports/touring machines usually are
well sorted out before they're sent to market, but even the best racing bikes seem to
be timed and jetted a little off-the-mark for our fuels and riding conditions. We
suspect that the laboratory-quality gasoline that some factories use in their development work warps manufacturers' ignition advance recommendations; whatever the
cause, nearly all the factory-built racing engines with which we have direct experience
run better when their spark timings are slightly retarded. Typically, too, their spark
plugs are one heat range too cold and they're jetted a bit rich. Also typically, these
same bikes are fitted with even colder plugs, richer jetting and sometimes are given
more spark advance by those who buy them.
The worst, most destructive, combination of mistakes we see begin with two
widely-held assumptions: first, that a cold spark plug will help fend off that old devil
detonation; second, that more spark advance -not less- is the thing to try when
reaching for power. Try to use a too-cold spark plug and you very likely will have to
jet for a lean mixture to avoid plug fouling - and as you lean an engine's air/fuel
mixture down near the roughly-14.5:1 chemically-correct level it becomes extremely
detonation-prone. Excessive spark advance is even worse in its ability to produce
detonation, and when combined with a lean mixture it's enough to quickly destroy an
engine.
Most people who've had some experience with racing bikes (especially those with
two-stroke engines) know that detonation is a piston-killer. Few really know the
phenomenon for what it is: a too-sudden ending to the normal combustion process.
You may imagine that the ignition spark causes an engine's mixture to explode, but
it actually burns. There's a small bubble of flame formed at the spark gap when
ignition occurs, and this bubble expands - its surface made a bit ragged by combustion chamber turbulence - until all the mixture is burning. This process begins
slowly, but quickly gathers speed because the mixture beyond the flame bubble is
being heated by compression and radiation to temperatures ever nearer the fuel's
ignition point. When the initial spark is correctly timed the spreading flame bubble
will have almost completely filled the combustion chamber as the piston reaches top
center, and all burning will have been completed by the time the piston has moved
just a millimeter or two into the power stroke. But the final phase of this process can
be shifted from simple burning into a violent detonation of the last fraction of the
whole mixture charge.
Starting the fire too early will produce detonation, as it gives the mixture out in
the chamber's far corners time enough to reach explosion-level temperature. And a
slightly lean mixture detonates at a lower temperature. It's all a function of ignition

Growing Older
The man looked a little worried when the doctor came in to administer his
annual physical, so the first thing the doctor did was to ask whether anything
was troubling him.
"Well, to tell the truth, Doc, yes," answered the patient. "You see, I seem to be
getting forgetful. No, it's actually worse than that. I'm never sure I can remember
where I put the car, or whether I answered a letter, or where I'm going, or what
it is I'm going to do once I get there -- if I get there. So, I really need your help.
What can I do to get better Doc?"
The doctor thought for a moment, then answered in with a straight face - "You
can start by paying me in advance."

timing and mixture in any given engine, and spark plug heat range plays absolutely
no part in it.
Your engine's spark plug doesn't cause detonation but it can tell you when and
why the phenomenon has occurred. Moreover, the spark plug can tell you with
remarkable precision how much spark advance and what jetting your engine needs.
Those are things you can "read" in a spark plug, and all that is written there will be
revealed very clearly when the heat range is right.
So how can you tell whether you've chosen the right heat range? It's easy: a spark
plug should be getting hot enough to keep its insulator nose completely clean, with
all deposits burned away, but not so hot that its
electrodes show signs of serious overheating. These
are things to look for on a new plug that has been
subjected to a few minutes of hard running. After
many miles of service insulators acquire a coating of
fuel deposits, with some coloration from oil in twostroke applications, and there will be some erosion
of the electrodes even when everything is normal.
Don't try to read old spark plugs; even the experts
find that difficult. New plugs present unmuddled
information about what's happening inside an engine,
and can give you a complete picture after just minutes of hard running. At least they will if they're
running hot enough, and that should be hot enough
to keep the insulator clean.
It's impossible to separate the question of ignition
advance from the primary evidence of spark plug
overheating, which is most strongly shown on the
plug's center electrode. If you inspect this electrode's
tip with a magnifying glass and see that its edges are
being rounded by erosion, or melting, then you know there's overheating. You should
also have a close look at the tip of the ground electrode, checking for the same
symptoms. Finally, inspect the condition of the insulator, which should be white but

with a surface texture about like it was when new; a porous, grainy appearance is
evidence of overheating. If the signs of overheating are confined mostly to the center
electrode you can bet you're using too much ignition advance. Retard the spark timing
in small (two or three degrees) increments and as you get close to the optimum
advance you'll find two things happening: first, the whole plug will be running colder;
second, the center electrode will begin to acquire a film of fuel deposits extending out
from the insulator nose toward its tip.
The fuel film mentioned here is what you watch when making fine adjustments in
ignition advance. In an engine that's been given just a few degrees excessive advance
(as most have) the fuel film will only extend outward along part of the center
electrode's exposed length, ending abruptly a couple of millimeters from the tip. The
portion remaining won't be filmed over simply because it has been hot enough to
burn away the fuel salts dusted on the rest of the electrode, and you'll see that sort of
localized overheating created by too much spark advance even on a plug that is two
or three heat ranges too cold. And you'll have the correct spark advance when the
center electrode's fuel film continues right out to within a hair of its tip. There are a
couple of caveats to be observed in this matter. An overly-retarded spark timing won't
show except as an absence of any evidence pointing to too much advance. Also, the
spark itself will blast clean spots in the electrode's fuel film, and when there's enough
combustion chamber turbulence to blow the spark sideways into a curved path you'll
get a cleared area on one side of the electrode. This lop-sided spark blush shouldn't
be mistaken for the more sharply defined ring associated with the electrode tip
overheating produced by excessive spark advance.
Once you have brought your engine's ignition timing close to optimum you'll
almost certainly have to make a further change in spark plug heat range.
Manufacturers' specifications for racing models very often advise you to use too
much advance and a too-cold plug, and when you shorten the spark lead to suit
commonly-available fuels it almost certainly will be necessary to use a warmer plug.
Then, when you have found plugs of a heat range that will keep that insulator nice
and clean you can start adjusting your engine's air/fuel mixture - a task that will be
easy if you can forget everything you thought you knew about this aspect of plug
reading.
A lot of amateur tuners, some of whom are fairly successful, will look at some plug
freshly removed from a two-stroke engine and offer advice based on the color of the
oil deposited on the insulator nose. In fact, if the plug is hot enough there won't be
any color, and if there is that still has nothing much to do with air/fuel mixture. If you
think about it you'll realize that the only color you can get from an air/fuel mixture is
the color of soot. When the mixture trapped in an engine's combustion chamber has
more fuel than can be burned with the available air, then combustion will be
incomplete and the excess fuel will remain as soot, which is not brown or tan or
magenta or any color other than black. And if your engine's mixture is too rich, the
sooty evidence will be present on the spark plug's insulator, in a very particular area.
You won't find any soot out near the insulator nose, on a plug that's running hot
enough to keep itself from fouling, because temperatures there are too high to let soot
collect. But the insulator is much cooler deep inside the plug body, and coolest where
it contacts the metal shell, which is precisely where you "read" mixture strength. Look
far inside a plug, where its insulator joins its shell, and what you'll see there if your

engine's mixture is too rich is a ring of soot. If this ring continues outward along the
insulator to a width of even a millimeter you can be sure the mixture is rich enough
to be safe, and too rich for maximum output. In most engines best performance is
achieved when the mixture contains only enough excess fuel to make just a wisp of a
"mixture ring" on the plug insulator. Air cooled two-stroke engines often will respond
favorably to a slightly richer mixture, which provides a measure of internal cooling;
some four-stroke engines give their best power when the mixture is leaned down to
such extent that the last trace of soot deep inside the plug completely disappears.
Never try to jet too close to a best-power mixture until after you've taken care of
spark advance. As previously noted, the air/fuel ratio that yields maximum power is
only a shade richer than the one that is most detonation-prone; fortunately, the plug
will tell you when there has been even slight detonation inside your engine. The signs
to look for are pepper-like black specks on the insulator nose, and tiny balls of
aluminum concentrated mostly around the center electrode's tip. Severe detonation
will blast a lot of aluminum off the piston crown, and give the plug a gray coatingwhich is a portent of death for the engine. A few engines will show just a trace of
detonation when jetted and sparked for maximum power, but that never produces
anything more than a few miniscule spots of aluminum gathered on the center
electrode's sharp edges. If you see more aluminum and an extensive peppering
evident on your plug, you're in trouble.
We cannot stress too strongly the need to give spark advance your closest
attention, because excessive spark lead is the most frequent cause of detonation,
which is a real engine killer. You can't stop advance-produced detonation with a cold
spark plug, nor with anything but a wildly over-rich mixture. Also, excessive ignition
advance has a bad effect on performance. We ran a 250cc road racer at the drags a
few months ago, and found that retarding the spark about five degrees from the
manufacturer's setting raised the trap speed from 106 to 110 mph. Similarly, there's
a 125cc motocross machine residing in our shop which runs a lot stronger and
cleaner since it has been retimed for less advance, jetted leaner, and been given a
hotter spark plug.
Even touring bikes sometimes benefit from revised spark timings. Only rarely will
their carburetion be off enough to need attention, but
the ignition advance they get represents a compromise between the optima for power and economy. For
some riders, especially those who use a lot of throttle
much of the time, stock ignition advance is too much
advance. And of course many riders find that their
specific requirements are better met with non-standard plug configurations.
The trick in all this is to know enough about
spark plugs to be able to choose the right basic type,
and to understand what the plug has to say about
conditions inside your bike's engine. It's not an altogether easy trick to perform, with so many things to
be remembered all at once; it's a terrifically effective
trick when you get it right.

